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With the rapid development of network technology, computer technology and
digital technology, combined with new materials, new elements emerging, and
broadcast television technology has also made a leap in technology development ,
video transmitters were constantly upgrading the launch pad Real-time monitoring ,
you can achieve a good level of automation and information radio and television
transmitting station . At present , Xinjiang, units in the monitoring process also based
mainly on manual inspection , although some information software , but the course is
not high degree of intelligence , in order to allow the monitoring station in Xinjiang
launch units achieve higher intelligence technology and automatic , so that unattended
automated monitoring replaces the traditional manual staying monitoring , this article
will use automated video surveillance system and network technology combined with
the idea of ​ ​ transmitting station through the management and signal quality
testing , to achieve real-time transmitter monitoring. Thus realized from image
processing, machine vision and other multi-angle signal monitoring , the system safe ,
practical, and has a very important economic value and broad application prospects
for future emission monitoring research station also has an important significance.
stations throughout Xinjiang transmitting station monitoring system using the
technology framework uses B / S structure, the back-end database using
SQLserver2000. Through automated video surveillance platform management
subsystem, broadcast monitoring subsystem and environmental monitoring subsystem
for multi-level network architecture design, through the PC + lower machine
operating mode to achieve a distributed control platform management subsystem,
broadcast monitoring subsystem and specific functions of environmental monitoring
subsystem. The basic purpose of the system to achieve the units in Xinjiang
automated monitoring and automation to improve the effectiveness, strengthening of
intelligence.















stage system achieves the desired requirements, to the launch pad Xinjiang
monitoring station has brought a lot of convenience, but in the course, and
sometimes on the system page commissioning some bug, and function, but also the
need for further improvement, in order to better meet the actual needs of the company,
these problems will further improve in subsequent work.
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